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Background: The use of contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) to locate sentinel lymph nodes (SLNs)
in breast cancer has been studied more and more in recent years. This prospective study aimed to compare
periareolar injection of two different contrast agents, SonoVue® (SNV) and Sonazoid® (SNZ), followed by
CEUS to identify SLNs in breast cancer patients with clinically negative nodes.
Methods: A total of 205 patients with T1-2N0M0 breast cancer were divided into the SNV group and
SNZ group. All were administered a periareolar injection of SNV or SNZ and underwent US to identify
contrast-enhanced SLNs. Each contrast-enhanced SLN underwent a biopsy with blue dye and examined
again by CEUS in vitro.
Results: In all cases, contrast-enhanced lymphatic vessels were clearly visualized using US soon after the
periareolar injection of SNZ, and the SLNs were easily identified. The SLN identification rates were 75.27%
(210/279) for SNV and 93.58% (102/109) for SNZ. Although the accuracy of detecting SLN metastasis
was slightly different between the two groups, there was no statistically significant difference between those
groups (P=0.615). Moreover, it was possible to identify SLNs in vitro in the SNZ group, and these could be
compared with the lymph nodes (LNs) located using SNZ during the preoperative stage and with blue dye
during the procedure. This helped in determining the resection requirements.
Conclusions: When comparing the subdermal use of SNV and SNZ, no significant differences in the
number of detected SLNs and the diagnosis of metastatic LNs were observed. Because SLNs can be detected
for a longer time in living tissues with SNZ, this contrast agent may provide more intraoperative information
for complete resection of all preoperative localization of SLN.
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Introduction
For patients with breast cancer, the axillary lymph node
(ALN) status is an important prognostic factor that provides
valuable information for decisions regarding adjuvant
therapy. A sentinel lymph node (SLN) is the first node in
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the lymphatic chain draining a primary tumor. According
to clinical standards, lymph node metastasis is determined
by lymph node biopsy and lymphadenectomy (1). SLN
biopsy (SLNB) is an invasive surgical procedure, which
consists of two parts: lymphatic localization and surgical
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resection. In order to map sentinel lymph nodes, doctors
performed preoperative lymphoscintigraphy to identify
areas of increased extratumoral radiotracer accumulation (2).
Then, surgeons inject blue dye near the site of the tumor to
detect SLNs. Subsequently, surgical resection of the SLNs
is performed, and the resected specimens are used to assess
the presence of metastatic disease in the LNs.
CEUS has become an established screening modality
used for various clinical indications of SLNs (3). SonoVue®
(SNV) (Bracco Imaging SpA, Maderno, Italy), a blood
pool agent, and Sonazoid ® (SNZ) (GE Healthcare,
Oslo, Norway), which exhibits an additional Kupffer
phase, are contrast agents approved for liver imaging (4).
Recent studies have shown that SNV has great potential
for locating SLNs and diagnosing breast cancer SLN
metastasis. However, SNZ has good stability and may have
greater potential in superficial US. To our knowledge, no
studies have compared the efficacy of SNZ and SNV in
superficial US because few countries are currently using
both contrast agents. Although a few studies have reported
the efficacy of SNZ-enhanced US compared to that of SNV
for the diagnosis of focal liver lesions (5), available results
of the use of these two contrast agents during clinical
studies of SLNs in patients with breast cancer are lacking.
Therefore, this clinical study compared the ability of these
two US contrast agents to detect and characterize SLNs in
patients with early breast cancer. We present the following
article in accordance with the STARD reporting checklist
(available at http://dx.doi.org/10.21037/gs-21-87).
Methods
The study was conducted in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). This study
was approved by the ethics committee of medical science
research at Peking University Third Hospital (item number
M2017394), and informed consent was obtained from all
patients. Patients with T1-2N0M0 breast cancer were
enrolled in this prospective study at Peking University
Third Hospital between January 2018 and May 2020.
Conventional US and careful palpation were performed
to determine the ALN status of each patient. When ALN
metastasis was suspected, fine-needle aspiration cytology
was performed and such LNs were excluded from the study.
Patients with a history of breast or axillary surgery and
those who had undergone radiotherapy or chemotherapy
were excluded from the study, Patients allergic to eggs,
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pregnant, or lactating were also excluded.
Finally, 205 patients were enrolled in this study
(204 female and 1 male). The mean patient age was
53.54±12.32 years (range, 19–75 years). All patients
underwent routine US and percutaneous CEUS for the
evaluation of SLNs before the SLNB procedure.
US examinations were performed using GE LOGIQ™
E9 (GE Healthcare, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) equipped
with high-frequency linear array probes with a frequency
of 9 MHz and contrast pulse sequence imaging technology.
Microbubble contrast agents (SNV and SNZ) were used
with US during this study. Taking March 30, 2019 as the
time node, SNV was used for all patients before this date,
and SNZ was used for all patients starting in April 2019.
Patients were placed in the supine position and examined
using US and color Doppler. US contrast agent was
injected around the areola at the 12:00, 3:00, 6:00, and 9:00
positions under general anesthesia. The total SNV and
SNZ injections were 2 mL and 0.4 mL, respectively.
Patients were divided into the SNV group and SNZ
group according to the use of the different US contrast
agents. The number, location, and mode of enhancement
of LNs were observed and recorded in real time, along
with the surface location. SLNs were marked on the skin
surface, and the number, shape, size, and location (the depth
from the skin and the distance from the lateral edge of the
pectoralis major muscle) of the SLNs were recorded. After
contrast-enhanced US, 2 mL of 1% blue dye (Methylene
blue) was injected subcutaneously around the areola at the
12:00, 3:00, 6:00 and 9:00 positions. During the dissection
procedure, lymphatic vessels and LNs were separated
according to the markings of the blue dye tracing. The
lymphatic vessels and SLNs were observed, compared
with the SLN markings resulting from the preoperative
CEUS localization method, and recorded. The SLNs of
the different contrast groups and the corresponding bluedye markings were compared after surgery. Furthermore,
all excised SLNs and axillary samples, soaked in normal
isotonic physiologic saline, were reevaluated in vitro using
CEUS.
Statistical analysis
During this study, SPSS 22.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago,
IL, USA) was used for data analysis. The quantitative data
are expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD), and the
numbers of SLNs detected using percutaneous CEUS and
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SLNB were compared using the t-test and Fisher’s exact
test. The accuracy of percutaneous CEUS and the number
and localization of SLNs were calculated and compared
with the surgical results. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
The diagnosis of SLN metastasis was independently
determined by two experienced physicians with at least
3 years of CEUS experience and who were blinded to the
medical history and test results of the patients. If both
physicians declared the same evaluation results, a CEUSdiagnosed SLN metastasis was concluded. If there were
discrepancies in their results, then the cine clips were
assessed by a third physician with CEUS experience. The
pathological results were used as the reference standard
to calculate the sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive
predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV)

Table 1 Patient characteristics
SNV Group

SNZ Group

135

68

53.34±12.44

53.79±12.21

DICS

21

6

Paget

2

1

NSIC

92

53

Others

20

8

No. of SLNs

210

102

Metastatic cases

29

17

38

26

Cases, n
Age, years
Tumor histology

SLN

Metastatic SLNs
®

®

SNV: SonoVue ; SNZ: Sonazoid ; SLN, sentinel lymph node;
DICS, ductal carcinoma in situ; NSIC, non-specific invasive
cancer.

of CEUS for the diagnosis of SLN metastasis.
Results
Basic information
There were 135 patients (1 male) with 210 SLNs detected
in the SNV group and 68 patients with 102 SLNs detected
in the SNZ group. Metastatic cases and metastatic
LNs were identified as positive cases and positive LNs,
respectively (Table 1).
Success rate of SLN enhance
Among 135 patients in SonoVue group, 1 case failed in
CEUS localization and 4 cases failed in blue dye localization
(P=0.370); 68 patients in Sonazoid group, all succeeded in
CEUS localization and 3 cases failed in blue dye (P=0.244).
There was no significant difference between the successful
rate of SonoVue group and Sonazoid group (99.3% vs.
100.0%, P>0.05).
Number of SLNs detected
In the SNV group, CEUS failed to locate one SLN in
one case. In the SNZ group, all SLNs were successfully
located. Different numbers of SLNs were detected using
the contrast agents and blue dye in the two groups. The
SLN identification rates were 75.27% (210/279) for SNV
and 93.58% (102/109) for SNZ. The median number of
SNV-SLNs (SLNs identified using SNV) per patient was 1
(mean, 1.56; range, 1–4), and the median number of SNZSLNs (SLNs identified by SNZ) was 1 (mean, 1.50; range,
1–3) (Table 2). The numbers of SLNs detected using CEUS
in the two groups and the corresponding number of SLNs
were significantly lower than using blue dye (tSNV=6.964,
P<0.001; tSNZ=3.763, P<0.001).

Table 2 Comparison of SLNs detected by CEUS and blue dye in the two groups
SNV Group

SNZ Group

CEUS

Blue Dye

P

CEUS

Blue Dye

P

Total number of SLNs

210

297

0.000

102

139

0.000

Mean number of SLNs

1.56

2.20

1.50

1.90

SNV, SonoVue®; SNZ, Sonazoid®; SLN: sentinel lymph node; CEUS, contrast-enhanced ultrasonography.
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Table 3 Sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of CEUS for the
detection of metastasis in SLNs identified using SNV and SNZ
SLN Detection
Qualities

SNV

SNZ

Sensitivity

78.95% (30/38)

88.46% (23/26)

Specificity

94.77% (163/172)

90.79% (69/76)

Accuracy

91.90% (193/210)

90.20% (92/102)

PPV

76.92% (30/39)

76.67% (23/30)

NPV

95.31% (163/171)

95.83% (69/72)

PPV, positive predictive value; NPV, negative predictive value;
CEUS, contrast-enhanced ultrasonography; SLN, sentinel lymph
node; SNV, SonoVue®; SNZ, Sonazoid®.

Table 4 Differences in metastasis of SLNs identified using SNV
and SNZ
True

False

P

F

SNV

193

17

0.615

0.254

SNZ

92

10

True: diagnosis is consistent with the pathological findings;
False: diagnosis is not consistent with the pathological findings.
SLN: sentinel lymph node; SNV: SonoVue®; SNZ: Sonazoid®.

physiologic saline and compared with the LNs located by
SNV/SNZ during the preoperative stage and with blue dye.
All SNV-SLNs were not enhanced in isotonic saline, but all
SNZ-SLNs were enhanced continuously and clearly until
the end of operation (2–5 hours).
In SNZ group, the resected blue SLNs could be
enhanced under CEUS condition, suggesting that these
SLNs located by CEUS before operation were matched
with blue SLNs (Figure 1). If blue-dye SLNs cannot be
enhanced under CEUS, it indicates that SLNs is not
completely resected and further exploration is needed
to locate the SLNs. Only five cases underwent second
intraoperative exploration and matched SLNs were found.
Safety
In this study, detection of SLNs using CEUS was performed
under general anesthesia and immediately followed by
SLNB and ALN dissection (ALND). Detection of SLNs
using CEUS was helpful when performing surgery of the
breast and minimized the patient’s distress. No adverse
reactions related to the periareolar injection of the two
contrast agents, such as skin reactions around the injection
site or allergic reactions, were observed immediately or at
1 month after surgery.

Diagnosis of SLN metastasis
Comparisons of metastatic SLNs detected with the two
contrast agents are shown in Table 3. In group SonoVue,
210 out of 135 SLN patients were detected in 29 cases, 38
SLN diagnosed as SLN metastasis, 17 patients in 102 SLN
detected by 69 patients in group Sonazoid, and 26 SLN
diagnosed as SLN metastasis.
Of the 210 SNV-SLNs examined with CEUS, there were
30 true-positive and 163 true-negative results. The PPV,
NPV, and accuracy were 76.92%, 95.31%, and 91.90%,
respectively. In contrast, of the 102 SNV-SLNs examined,
there were 23 true-positive and 69 true-negative results. The
PPV, NPV, and accuracy were 76.67%, 95.83%, and 90.20%,
respectively (Table 3). SLN metastasis was evaluated based on
perfusion characteristics, and the accuracy of detecting SLN
metastasis was slightly different between the two groups. The
Pearson chi-square test showed no significant differences
between the two groups (P=0.615) (Table 4).
Enhancement duration and in vitro verification
All excised SLNs were soaked in normal isotonic
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Discussion
ALND can be used to analyze the ALN status in patients
with breast cancer. However, the meta-analysis results
of van La Parra et al. (6) showed that ALND can only
benefit 40–60% of SLN-positive patients. ALND
destroys axillary lymph flow and may causes upper
limb edema, numbness, shoulder joint dysfunction and
pain (7). SLNB is widely recognized as an index for
assessing axillary metastasis of tumors and a staging standard
for clinical lymph node negative breast cancer patients. In
previous studies, methylene blue localization is the most
commonly used method to determine the location and
number of axillary sentinel lymph nodes in breast surgery
(8,9). Previous studies have found that the combination of
blue dye and isotope can make the rate of SLN localization
to 96–99% (10). However, due to the increase of medical
costs and the problems of radiation exposure and pollution,
the clinical application of isotopes is limited, especially
in developing countries. Blue dye also has some adverse
reactions, including local skin reactions and allergic
reactions, and cannot be applied to lactating and pregnant
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A

B

C

D

E

Figure 1 Invasive ductal carcinoma of the left breast of a 75-year-old woman (T1NOMO). Axillary lymph node detection using contrastenhanced ultrasonography. (A) and (B) are live dual images and macroscopic appearance of an SLN. (A) The SLN could not be observed on
grayscale imaging. (B) The SLN were enhanced by CEUS. (C) show the resected blue SLN. (D) and (E) are live dual images of an sentinel
lymphatic channel (SLC) and an sentinel lymphatic node (SLN)soaked in physiological saline.

women (11).
CEUS has undergone rapid development and can be used
by surgeons as a road map for identifying SLN for SLNB
purposes recently (12,13). The size, number, location,
distance to the body surface, and enhancement of the SLNs
are documented, and the corresponding locations of the
SLNs are marked on the body surface before SLNB. It has
been proven that the efficacy of CEUS for SLN localization
of early breast cancer before surgery is equivalent to that
of blue dye during surgery (14). SNV was first used for
the diagnosis of lesion in the liver, thyroid, kidney, and
breast (15-20). SNV is a kind of microbubble contrast
agent, which is encapsulated on lipid membrane by sulfur
hexafluoride. SNZ is another microbubble contrast agent
composed of phospholipid coated 10 fluorobutane. It was
first used in clinical practice in Japan in 2007. In this study,
we used it during the SLN localization study and compared
the results with those of SNV. There was no significant
difference in the SLN detection rates of breast cancer
patients in the SNZ group and SNV group. Furthermore,
there was no significant difference in the numbers of lymph
nodes in the SNZ group and SNV group. Recent researches
show that SNZ’s shell is more rigid and stable than that of
SNV (21) and can be used during high-frequency
ultrasound examinations (22). Therefore, the application of
SNZ in ultrasound examination of superficial tissue has a
good prospect.
The mean numbers of SNV-SLNs (1.56) and SNZSLNs (1.50) were significantly lower than the mean number
of SLNs identified using blue dye (P<0.05). Shimazu
et al. (23) and Kenzo et al. (24) reported that the mean
number of SNZ-SLNs was 1.52, which was also lower
than the mean number of radiocolloid SLNs (2.19). The
behavior of the tracer used in SLNB process is strongly
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dependent on its particle size. The median diameter of
the SNV particles ranged from 1.5 to 2.5 μm, and that of
SNZ particles ranged from 2.4 to 3.5 μm; both of these are
larger than those of any other dye (1.5–28 nm) (25). Large
particle tracer is not easy to enter the lymphatic system,
but once trapped in lymph nodes, it will be retained for
a long time, and the probability of entering non sentinel
lymph nodes is very low (26). Therefore, the larger particle
size of CEUS agents may partly explain the significantly
lower mean number of SLNs obtained with the blue dye.
Moreover, according to previous research habits, this study
only recorded the first group of enhanced LNs as SLN,
while the other ALN was not included in the number of
SLN (27). The above two factors caused the SLN number
of the CEUS agent group to be significantly lower than that
of the blue dye group.
Metastatic LNs are characterized by internal peripheral
and mixed microvessels due to tumor angiogenesis.
However, color Doppler ultrasound can only provide
information about the blood flow and morphology of
large vessels, but cannot reflect the internal microvessels
of tumor. Therefore, it is difficult to accurately diagnose
LN metastasis using color Doppler ultrasound. Ultrasound
contrast agent can show the micro blood flow well (28),
so it can be used to evaluate the internal blood flow of
LNs and provide more reliable image information for
the diagnosis of metastatic LNs. SNV and SNZ are the
second-generation contrast agents for US that allow
visualization of LN microvessels. Liu et al. (29) reported
that of 116 SLNs detected using percutaneous CEUS with
SNV, the sensitivity and specificity for the diagnosis of
metastatic SLN were 98.04% and 49.23%, respectively. In
another study that enrolled 101 cases and predicted SLN
metastasis using CEUS enhancing patterns, the sensitivity
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was 81.8%, specificity was 86.2%, PPV was 75.0%, and
NPV was 90.3% (30). Shimazu et al. (23) reported that the
accuracy of CEUS with SNZ for the diagnosis of metastatic
SLN was 85.9% in a study with 98 patients. Matsuzawa
et al. (31) analyzed the detection of metastasis based on
contrast-enhanced computed tomography, color Doppler
US, and CEUS with SNZ; their results suggested that
CEUS with SNZ was the most accurate among these
modalities.
Previous studies have shown the presence of defect areas
and inhomogeneous or scarce perfusion in CEUS are seen
as signs of neoplastic infiltration (32). Moreover, other
literature has confirmed that tumor cells may infiltrate
most lymph nodes, replace all normal tissues or block the
main lymphatic vessels, leading to the failure of contrast
medium. In these cases, sentinel lymph nodes showed
weak or no enhancement (33). Accordingly, the LNs show
uneven enhancement or incomplete ring enhancement,
no enhancement, or weak enhancement of the node
connected to the lymphatic vessel, they were considered
metastatic LNs. The sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, PPV,
and NPV for SLNs were evaluated based on the results of
postoperative pathology. There was no significant difference
in the evaluation of metastatic LNs of the SNV group and
SNZ group.
SNZ and SNV are both based on the principle of
harmonic signal of contrast agent microbubbles, but
SNZ shell is a stable and negatively charged liposome
component (34), which can simulate the distribution of
liposomes on the surface of cell membrane and is easy to
be engulfed by Kupffer cells in liver, while SNV has no
such characteristics. Yanagisawa et al. (35) found that the
phagocytic rate of SNZ on Kupffer cells was 99.00%, while
that of SNV on Kupffer cells was only 7.30%. In addition,
it has been confirmed that SNZ can be collected by the
reticuloendothelial cells of LNs and detected in living
tissues for a day (36,37). In this study, the SNZ group was
able to continuous enhance and in vitro verification. Such
outstanding stability is thought to allow longer lasting US
examinations than those performed with other contrast
agents (25). Therefore, the LNs resected during procedures
can be used for imaging and comparative studies involving
LNs located using SNZ and blue dye. If the SLN located
with preoperative CEUS is consistent with the LN traced
with blue dye during the procedure, then the biopsy is
considered complete. If blue-stained LNs and LNs located
using SNZ are not detected in saline, then the ALNs need
to be explored further. The probe is aseptically treated to
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detect the LNs that developed near the operative incision
and for preoperative localization of SLNs with continuous
enhancement.
This study had some limitations. The number of cases
evaluated was relatively small, and each group comprised a
different number of patients. In addition, we cannot prove
that only use of contrast agent is a safe way for SLNB, and
we need a large sample and multi-center study. However,
the results of this study may greatly increase the interest
and participation of clinicians in exploring CEUS-SLN
techniques, thereby providing the foundation for future
large-scale clinical studies.
Conclusions
This study compared the subdermal uses of SNV and
SNZ for SLN identification, and the results showed no
significant differences in the number of SLNs detected or
in the diagnosis of metastatic LNs. Furthermore, because
SLNs can be detected for long periods after the injection
of SNZ, it appears that SNZ-SLNs represent the true
SLNs that are not affected by subjective factors related to
the operators. Therefore, SNZ can be used to evaluate the
circumstances of LN resection after surgery and provide an
image-based location for timely feedback and repeat biopsy.
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